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Parakeet Party Card 
1. Score Base at 3 ½”, fold & Burnish. 

2. Layer the Designer Paper onto one of the Black 3 ¼” x 8 ¼” pieces. Adhere these to base front. IN my picture I 

didn’t do the layer, but in my video I did, I think it looks more ‘finished’. You can catch it here: 

https://youtu.be/5L6Ty__sLcQ  

3. Pop out all 5 of the Parakeet Party strips from kit, adhere to black strips. Place Dimensionals on two of the 

backs. 

4. Looking at your strips, adhere them as shown on front, alternating popping up, with the others flat. I kept 

changing the lighter edge from top to bottom. 

5. Take your Cursive card front that says You, place the Sweet Sorbet top that goes with it over, then trace the 

outline. Fussy cut out the You. Erase any pencil marks. 

6. Now, lay over your strips and figure where the part need to be popped up with Dimensionals and which parts lay 

flat. Adhere to front. 

7. Stamp another strip from kit with ‘can do anything’ using Memento black, adhere to front as shown. 

8. Apply 3 Classic Matte Dots under the front sentiment. 

9. Stamp the Splatter using Parakeet Party ink on left side of White. 

10. Stamp inside sentiment using Memento Tuxedo Black onto ‘card holder’, place Tear & Tape from kit along the 

folds, adhere to inside as shown. 

11. Layer onto Black and adhere inside.                                                

 

 

Supplies 

Stamps: Celebrating in Color Paper 

Pumpkin, Charming Sentiments 

Inks: Parakeet Party, Memento 

Tuxedo Black 

Paper: Basic White 7” x 8 ½”, 3” x 8’ 

Basic Black 3 ¼” x 8 ¼” (x2), 3 3/8” x 

7/8” (x5) 

In Color Designer Paper – Parakeet 

Party – 3” x 4” (x2) 

 Embellishments: Classic Matte 

Dots 

Tools:  

https://youtu.be/5L6Ty__sLcQ

